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Abstract

that no better alternative likely exists if the task at hand is taken
to be speech transcription for its own sake. Instead, we assert
that there are far more useful and relevant tasks to be evaluating speech recognition within than transcription, and, furthermore, that the evaluation of ASR metrics, just like the application task itself, should adhere to the principle of ecological
validity, which measures how well a real-world situation has
been approximated. In our setting, an ecologically valid task is
one that realistically simulates how ASR output would actually
be used. An ecologically valid metric uses that task to predict
the performance of subjects using ASR output, i.e. how useful
that output would be to humans.
Our contribution is as follows: availing ourselves of the
decision audit task as an ecologically valid one, we define the
workflow for a metric that involves human-subject experimentation and which has correlates in many other ecologically valid
(Section 2) tasks. Then, in order to reduce the cost of running the human experiments, we study how well WER can predict task success, and propose an alternative metric (Section 3).
This automatic metric relies on a classifier trained on a number
of features of the input transcript and audio (Section 4). Experimental results show that it outperforms WER at predicting
human performance (Section 5). Related work is discussed in
Section 6.

We propose an alternative evaluation metric to Word Error
Rate (WER) for the decision audit task of meeting recordings,
which exemplifies how to evaluate speech recognition within a
legitimate application context. Using machine learning on an
initial seed of human-subject experimental data, our alternative
metric handily outperforms WER, which correlates very poorly
with human subjects’ success in finding decisions given ASR
transcripts with a range of WERs.
Index Terms: Automatic speech recognition, Evaluation, User
study, Ecological Validity

1. Introduction
Sixty years ago, it was not at all uncommon to think of speech
transcription as a worthwhile task in its own right. In part because automated speech transcription works so much better now
than then, and in part because it is now so much easier to find,
play and store digitized audio, it is no longer the case that transcripts are created purely for their own sake. They are widely
used inside spoken utterance retrieval systems, speech summarizers, and speech-to-speech translation systems, where human
users never see the transcripts themselves. Actually reading a
transcript, however, is still not as easy as reading written text
for a variety of reasons. With the exception of accessibility for
the hearing impaired, transcription as a speech processing task
has been commoditized.
But our means of evaluating the quality of a speech recognition system has remained largely unchanged. Word Error Rate
(WER) is still the standard, defined as the number of inserted,
substituted or deleted words in the ASR output compared to
a reference transcript, divided by the length of the reference,
and easily computed by performing a Levenshtein alignment
of the two word sequences. It is clear why this is important
for evaluating the quality of a transcript, but its applicability
to downstream uses of ASR has rightfully come under some
scrutiny, e.g., in information retrieval [1] and spoken language
understanding [2]. In particular, what is the harm in transcribing
some words wrongly if the user never sees the transcript and the
performance of the task remains uchanged? In certain domains,
at least, relatively high-WER transcripts have been shown to be
perfectly usable [3].
The purpose of this paper is not to postulate a better alternative to WER for evaluating transcript quality; we stipulate

2. Task
Our decision audit task is similar to [4]. Each study participant1
(the meeting auditor) plays the role of a recently hired executive product manager in a company that manufactures remote
controls. The company had asked three independent teams to
design the remote control. The auditor needs to catch up with
the decisions made by each design team concerning the remote
control in meetings that were held and recorded before s/he was
hired. The auditor then needs to browse through the recorded
meetings (minutes from the meetings are not available). This
description of a real-world scenario helped explain the decision
audit task to our participants in meaningful and familiar terms.
Hence our participants had a more uniform understanding of
what they had to do.
To browse the meetings, the auditors used the JFerret system [5] with a custom user interface. We simplified the interface
to show the auditor both the recorded video of the meeting and
an extractive summary of the meeting, presented as a clickable
list of transcribed utterances. The auditor was able to navigate
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1 118 subjects participated to this study, including pilots. Results
presented in the paper are based on 98 subjects.
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3. Automatic evaluation metric

through the meeting by clicking on the utterances in the extractive summary. The interface also included the standard play,
pause, and stop buttons for the video.
To complete the experiment, our auditors had to operate
a desktop computer, fill out a form presented to them on the
computer, learn how to operate the JFerret interface during the
training portion of the experiment, and become familiar with
extracting specific information related to a question that they
see on the screen. All of our participants were quite familiar
with these subtasks. Perhaps the most challenging of them was
extracting information from the meeting data. This is quite similar to taking notes during a class or in meetings with a particular
goal in mind, such as passing a course. All of our participants
were either students who were already taking notes in class in
preparation for assignments and tests, or staff who worked in
professional office environments. The fact that our participants
were familiar with these subtasks supports the ecological validity of our experimental conditions.
The meetings used in this study come from the AMI corpus’s scenario meetings [6]. In each scenario, four participants
discuss the design of a remote control over four meetings: a
kickoff meeting, design requirements meeting, conceptual design meeting, and detailed design meeting. Our auditors, playing the role of executive product managers with hectic schedules, were given only 25 minutes to browse the final meeting
held by each team, which lasted 32–48 minutes.
The extractive summaries contained transcribed utterances
from one of five transcription conditions: the reference transcripts as well as four automatic transcripts with WERs averaged over all meetings of 26.8 (ASR1), 28.2 (ASR2), 49.2
(ASR3), and 38.9 (ASR4). The first two were chosen to have
nearly identical WERs in spite of having very different acoustic and language models. If WER is an accurate predictor of
human-subject performance, then the scores between these two
systems should be similar. In a Latin Square experimental design, each participant was to observe three meetings, one with
a summary that used a reference transcript and two from summaries that used different automatic transcripts. These conditions thus focussed on the ability of the experimental ASR systems to generate transcripts from which usable summaries could
be obtained.
The auditors were instructed to use an adjacent desktop
computer to note down decisions related to functionality, physical properties, components, and design. Also, where possible,
they had to record any arguments made in the meeting favoring
or opposing each decision. To evaluate auditor performance,
two judges independently extracted the decisions and arguments
by listening to the meetings and viewing the reference transcripts with no time limits. Afterwards, they adjudicated their
lists to form the final decision rubrics.
An independent team of markers (who were not judges, experimenters or auditors) used these rubrics to mark each report
created by the auditors. Each audit report was marked independently by two markers who then adjudicated their marking
reports to come up with the final score. Auditors were assessed
according to the number of design decisions they could find,
α1 , or partially find, α2 , the number of positive or negative arguments pertaining to the decisions that were found, β, and the
number of false alarm decisions, γ that were in fact not made.
The score of a subject is then defined as:

Running a human-subject experiment such as this one is timeconsuming and expensive. Our objective is therefore to find an
automated means of anticipating the results of running a new
human-subject experiment, given a new ASR system.
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Figure 1: Meeting-level word error rate vs average H-score for
all transcript conditions.
The de facto automatic metric used in the speech recognition community is word error rate (WER), but our repeated
measures ANOVA tests failed to demonstrate any statistically
significant effect by WER on audit scores. Figure 1 shows that
WER does not numerically correlate with H-score (ρ = 0.017),
a result in line with those of similar studies [2, 7]. The lack
of statistical correlation suggests that, at least for this representative sample, WER is in fact not a good predictor of human
performance. There are almost certainly other sources of variability than the quality of the transcript, such as subjects’ abilities to find decisions and their mining strategies (listening vs.
reading). Reference transcripts do not always result in better
H-score than ASR systems because transcript quality is not the
only reason for task success, even though it has a major impact.
A potential explanation for the lack of correlation is that WER
does not capture features of the transcript that condition these
other sources.
All the meetings used in the experiment were conducted
under the same protocol, had identical goals, and were selected
by an experimental design specialist to be as similar to each
other according to criteria such as length, number of decisions,
flow of dialog, etc.
While WER has been popular and successful at evaluating
transcript quality for the sake of measuring how close it is to
a gold standard reference, it is not releveant anymore when a
human-performed task is considered, which should always be
the case for applied research. In the place of WER, we utilize
the Auditor Performance Prediction task (APP) which simulates
the evaluation for a new ASR transcript. In particular, for each
decision-bearing dialog act, the idea is to extract a number of
features and train a binary classifier to predict whether the subject found the related decision or not.

4. Features
In order to better simulate human-subject performance, we treat
meetings as a discrete-time sequence of dialog acts, each of
which is represented by feature values calcuated to capture: the

H-score = 2α1 + α2 + β − 2γ
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difficulty of the task (task-specific features), corruption of the
transcript (word-error-rate variants and language modeling features), and the importance of the dialog act (linguistic features,
such as features that can aid in detecting decisions, and features
typically used by utterance extraction systems).
Let w denote the sequence of words in the transcript of a
dialog act, wt be the subsequence of topic words [8], ws be
the subsequence of stopwords, and wp be the subsequence of
non-stopwords. Let T be the constituent parse tree generated
by the Berkeley parser [9] over the transcript of the dialog act,
and T n = {t ∈ subtree(T ), |t| ≤ n} be the set of all subtrees
of T up to size n. Finally, let G be the graph formed from T and
w by linking each word to its immediate neighborsQ
in w and to
its part of speech in T . In the following, P (A) ∼ a∈A P (a)
denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of the distribution of
the assumed-independent elements of A.
The extracted features are then:
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Figure 2: Precision/recall curve for each of the leave-one-out
models. The upper family of curves was trained with all features
whereas only WER was used in the lower curves.

• Task features: the identifier of the user, of the meeting
and of the decision; whether the dialog act is shown in
the extractive summary.

w/o decision
All features
w/o WER variants
w/o LM
w/o summarizers
w/o task, decisions
w/o task
w/o task, WER variants
w/o task, LM
w/o task, summarizers
WER only

• Word error rate variants: the dialog-act-level word error rates computed separately on w, wt , wp , ws relative
to the reference transcript in the same word space; the
value of the tree kernel between Tref and Tasr [10]; the
n
Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) between P (Tasr
) and
n
P (Tref
); the graph edit distance[11] between Gasr and
Gref .
• Language modeling features: the ratio of novel substrucn
n
tures compared to a corpus2 , |Tasr
/Tcorpus
|; the JSD
n
n
between P (Tasr ) and P (Tcorpus ).
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• Decision detection features: the number of phrases in
Tasr ; number of pronouns in w; the ratio of the number of 3rd-person pronouns to the number of verbs (indicating a probable use of 1st or 2nd person pronouns) in
w; the depth of Tasr ; the token to type ratio; term frequencies of a list of decision-making verbs and modals
(“think”, “believe”, “should,” etc.).

Figure 3: Feature ablation experiment: F-score when each subset of features is removed from training

Figure 2 contains precision-recall curves for the models averaged over each ASR system and overall. There can be little
doubt upon observing this figure that features other than WER
do indeed improve auditor performance prediction.
Figure 3 shows the impact on the automatic metric quality of removing different subsets of features from training. The
most important subset is the set of task features, which capture
that a particular decision is difficult to detect from a dialog act,
or that a particular auditor is not good at finding decisions. The
summarizer features, which capture whether a dialog act is important for the meeting in general, seem to help in predicting
auditor success. Interestingly, decision detection features did
not improve performance. This might be because ASR errors
disrupt the Berkeley parser, which make those features less reliable. In any case, many features are affected by the quality of
the transcript, including all of the parsing-related features. On
the other hand, features like the length summary baseline are
more independent of the transcript and can only serve as normalizers for the other features. Notice that, in comparison to
any one of these ablated classifiers, WER is still very poor at
predicting human-subject performance. WER variants are also
of little importance, given the ablation experiments.

• Summarizer features: the score and rank of the dialog act according to the following summarization baselines: Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [12], KLdivergence, character length, number of words, duration,
sum of inverse document frequency, cosine similarity to
the centroid of the meeting, topic words, and an acoustic summarization SVM trained on energy, word- and
character-normalized duration and pitch.

5. Results and discussion
Given the set of features extracted at the dialog act level, the
task is then to train a classifier to predict whether each decision
dialog-act was found by the auditor or not. We chose to use an
Adaboost classifier that iteratively searches for the best combination of 1,000 decision stumps (one-level decision trees) [13].
This classifier has proved useful in a range of tasks and has the
advantage of not being affected by irrelevant features (contrary
to SVMs, for instance). As we are interested in predicting human behavior given a new ASR transcript, we performed leaveone-out cross validation, in which, for each transcript condition,
a model is trained on the remaining conditions and evaluated on
the left-out transcript.

6. Related work
Several previous studies have lamented the lack of tight alignment or correlation between WER and downstream task perfor-

2 Automated parses from Switchboard and reference parses from the
Ontonotes corpora.
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mance, such as spoken information retrieval, spoken language
understanding, and spoken machine translation. Sanders and
Le [14] studied the effects of speech recognition accuracy on
dialog systems, and found a high correlation between WER and
task completion — even for high WERs. Even here, WER was
shown to have little effect on user satisfaction when it is less
than 35%), however.
There have also been previous attempts at modifying WER
to take into account different types of errors in ASR output, e.g.,
using an error rate that weighs content words or information
bearing words more heavily [1]. Morris et al. [15] proposed to
use match error rate (MER) and word information loss (WIL)
to evaluate recognition performance and represent the proportion of word information communicated. For high error rates,
they found that these are more appropriate. Similarly McCowan
et al. [7] suggested posing recognition evaluation as an information retrieval problem and thus using a more applicationoriented evaluation. Mishra et al. [16] developed a metric called
Human Perceived Accuracy, and showed in a voice mail recognition task that it correlates more highly with human judgments
of ASR accuracy than WER does. Their method of using a regression task for predicting recognition performance has some
similarity to our study in this paper, although our focus is on the
metric of ASR in the context of an ecologically valid task. This
is important — without ecological validity, the human judgements and scores themselves are meaningless. Human judgements of ASR accuracy are not ecologically valid.
Current research on MT evaluation has many parallels to
the issues facing ASR evaluation. In MT, automated metrics are
routinely used in spite of their now well-documented limitations
[17] because they, too, provide a rapid, cost-effective means
for developers to tune their systems’ performance. To independently validate proposed metrics, NIST Metrics MATR [18] and
WMT organizers [19] have conducted shared meta-evaluation
tasks alongside the standard MT evalation tasks. Initially these
tested for correlation with human-subject judgments of translation adequacy and fluency — another ecologically invalid pair
of tasks that cannot address real-world scenarios where MT provides support to downstream tasks that humans actually perform. Most recently, they have introduced a “quality estimation” (QE) task, which evaluates MT quality in terms of its impact on human post-editors, just as in our approach anchors its
evaluation of ASR in a downstream decision-audit task. The
majority of the QE system developers also make use of parsers,
part-of-speech taggers, named entity recognizers, etc. to derive
linguistic features of the source and target language texts, and
then train M5P regression trees or SVM regression models on
different combinations of these features to estimate the level of
human effort required to post-edit MT output.

ments collected on one task to another, which has not been addressed here.
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